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Aaaah, the endings of an epic week... an epic frisbee match, an epic Windows Updates party, and an EPIC dinner night. Sprinkled into this crock pot of epicness we had another round of 203 lectures-- action PACKED, of course with Panzer to Panzer combat. While the arguments with Hitler raged, and we learned another way to represent relations, Nikita cashed in some naptime tokens and dreamt of not shaving once more...

In Brief:
✧ Some sort of beast spawned out of Nick’s room this week. Does anyone want to go in there and kill it?
✧ Uh oh, Jeff has enlisted the help of some Install Assistants! He now has the power to install updates faster!
✧ Wait, hold on, about Nick’s room. Someone-- kill it, please! (there’s no time)
✧ Congratulations! Your Dyle has reached lvl 21! It learned Get Pizza! JeffersonHunger--;
✧ Jon died. Anyone know what glitch occurred this time?
✧ Larson Mission Update: Tipped over control panel on the main bridge. Accidentally fired off a nuclear-tipped Gidley V rocket into a Gibbsinator-class BattleCruiser. Oops?
✧ Ahahaha, Ben finally admits defeat! His shower challenge has been BEATEN!!!
✧ Club Epic is undergoing a “clientele restructuring program.” What’s out? Big evil people. What’s in? Pikmin Affirmative Action programs.
✧ OMG, I think the monster just swallowed Nick’s laundry. Dang, deploy it now!

4th Doug Welcomes New Recruits
Hey everyone, please give a warm welcome to the Zahm Family, as they join the 4th Doug Federation for the holidays. As you can see, they’re already well on their way to initiation:

4th Doug Checklist
✓ Train for riding the Sanitation Llama
Learn your abc’s by listening to Death Metal
Play tag with a panda, and win
Tie your shoe 8425 times in 30 seconds
Become a lvl 7 WoodChuck Spotter
**Baywatch Welcomes New LifeGuard**

This week Tuesday: Baywatch unveils its newest lifeguard, a mysterious figure known in some circles as David Hassleganon. Spawned from some beach in Hyrule, the one called Ganon has crossed many a desert in his journey for this moment of destiny... his guest appearance on Baywatch! With a stride of dark magic and a flutter kick worthy of Sparta, Ganon brings a new set of skills to the table. He can stomp out any sharks and can use his sword to well, do nothing. Also, he’s got a bag o’ Dark Magic to enhance his very own Baywatch Aura.

So what sort of things does David Hasselganon specialize in? Well, he’s good at running from the cops and putting on powdered wigs. But then again, he’s not so good at keeping people from getting run over by ships. But it’s Baywatch, right? All he has to do is show off his beautiful body (hopefully while not in “Old Man Ganon” form) and watch as the bessies swarm into his sector of the beach.

**Study Released on Wakefulness Patterns**

*Figure 1: Wakefulness vs. Time*

- **9AM**: Nick becomes fully awake.
- **6PM**: Larson achieves pinnacle of wakefulness... before falling back asleep.
- **12PM**: Nick still fully awake.
- **9PM**: Nick enters EXTREME wakefulness.
- **7PM**: Stephen drinks some punch.
- **10PM**: Larson’s first class comes and goes.
- **6PM**: Larson achieves pinnacle of wakefulness... before falling back asleep.

---
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That concludes today's entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!